August 2013, London – Welcome aboard Cheval Blanc Randheli’s private seaplane as the second Cheval
Blanc Maison by LVMH Hotel Management nears its opening date of 15 November 2013.
The sleek Twin Otter De Havilland, in Cheval Blanc’s signature taupe and yellow shading, will whisk
guests from Malé to Randheli island in an enchanting flight above the Maldivian atolls. In preparation for
the private flight, guests will be welcomed to the Maison’s own seaplane lounge with delicious
refreshments and a gift of Cheval Blanc espadrilles to begin the holiday in style.
Once on board, the flight is made comfortable and restful with a cooling kit for each guest, which includes
Cheval Blanc Randheli towels, amenities and bottles of ‘Island Chic’ scented water. With only nine seats,
swathed in signature taupe Italian calf leather, and serene white interiors the seaplane ensure guests can sit
back and relax with their wireless headsets, and enjoy the short journey - a sublime start to guests’ island
experience.
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Cheval Blanc Randheli, an intimate, contemporary haven on the unspoiled Noonu atoll, will cater to guests’
every need through expertly delivered tailor-made service, crafting memorable experiences for couples and
families. The 45-villa Maison will complement the group’s alpine property, Cheval Blanc Courchevel, by
offering the same stylish design and relaxed, friendly atmosphere, in the tranquil setting of the Maldivian
archipelago. Each loft-style villa –retreats for barefoot living in the tropics – offers space and privacy as well
as a private infinity pool, spacious overwater deck or dedicated gardens.
The Cheval Blanc Spa will offer tailored treatments by Guerlain, created exclusively for the Maison. Food is
also an art and the Maison will comprise five individual experiences from fine dining to relaxed alfresco
options. The PADI certified Diving Centre invites guests to discover the unique treasures of Maldivian
submarine life.
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LVMH Hotel Management
Cheval Blanc is the luxury hospitality brand developed by LVMH Hotel Management, a specialist entity of
the LVMH Group. The group formed with the 36-room, Cheval Blanc Courchevel. Cheval Blanc
Randheli is the second property in the Cheval Blanc collection with just 45 villas on Noonu atoll and a
Cheval Blanc spa with exclusive treatments by Guerlain. LVMH Hotel Management has complete
ownership of the brand; its direction, design, service and management, led by its own, dedicated in-house
team. This team of specialists, selected from across the luxury goods and hospitality industries, demonstrates
the brand’s commitment as a long-term player in the luxury travel market and to providing guests with an
intimate and exclusive experience.
LVMH Hotel Management I 22 Avenue Montaigne I 75008 Paris
T. +33 (0)1 44 13 27 58 I E. press@chevalblanc.com I W. www.chevalblanc.com
Cheval Blanc Randheli I Noonu Atoll I Republic of Maldives
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